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Self-awareness is the bedrock of emotional intelligence. It enables you to see your talents, shortcomings, and
potential--but you won't be able to achieve it through personality tests or quarterly feedback alone. This book will teach
you how to understand your thoughts and emotions, how to persuade colleagues to share what they really think of you,
and why self-awareness will spark more productive and rewarding relationships with your employees and bosses. This
volume includes the work of: - Robert Steven Kaplan - Susan David - Tasha Eurich - H. James Wilson-Emotional Intelligence was an international phenomenon, appearing on the New York Times bestseller list for over a year
and selling more than 5 million copies worldwide. Now, once again, Daniel Goleman has written a groundbreaking
synthesis of the latest findings in biology and brain science, revealing that we are 'wired to connect' and the surprisingly
deep impact of our relationships on every aspect our lives. Far more than we are consciously aware, our daily encounters
with parents, spouses, bosses, and even strangers, shape our brains and affect cells throughout our bodies, down to the
level of our genes - for good or ill. In Social Intelligence, Daniel Goleman explores an emerging new science with startling
implications for our interpersonal world. Its most fundamental discovery: we are designed for sociability, constantly
engaged in a 'neural ballet' that connects us brain-to-brain with those around us. Goleman explains the surprising
accuracy of first impressions, the basis of charisma and emotional power, the complexity of sexual attraction, and how
we detect lies. He describes the 'dark side' of social intelligence, from narcissism to Machiavellianism and psychopathy.
He also reveals our astonishing capacity for 'mindsight', as well as the tragedy of those, like autistic children, whose
mindsight is impaired. In this book Daniel Goleman delivers his most heartening news with powerful conviction: we
humans have a built-in bias toward empathy, cooperation and altruism - provided we develop the social intelligence to
nurture these capacities in ourselves and others.
Leaders' Playbook gives you the keys for significantly enhancing performance with answers to critical questions: How do
I increase my confidence to take the steps to be a star? How can I become more effective as a leader? How do I develop
my people to be our next leaders? How can I communicate to be more successful? It contains more than one hundred
strategies and tools and nine profiles of famous leaders.
In his defining work on emotional intelligence, bestselling author Daniel Goleman found that it is twice as important as
other competencies in determining outstanding leadership. If you read nothing else on emotional intelligence, read these
10 articles by experts in the field. We’ve combed through hundreds of articles in the Harvard Business Review archive
and selected the most important ones to help you boost your emotional skills--and your professional success. This book
will inspire you to: * Monitor and channel your moods and emotions * Make smart, empathetic people decisions * Manage
conflict and regulate emotions within your team * React to tough situations with resilience * Better understand your
strengths, weaknesses, needs, values, and goals * Develop emotional agility
Do you want to be more successful at work? Do you want to improve your chances of promotion? Do you want to get on
better with your colleagues? Daniel Goleman draws on unparalleled access to business leaders around the world and the
thorough research that is his trademark. He demonstrates that emotional intelligence at work matters twice as much as
cognitive abilities such as IQ or technical expertise in this inspiring sequel.
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Success in the workplace requires more than strong job skills and business savvy. It also requires emotional intelligence.
Sometimes called EQ, emotional intelligence is the ability to understand and respond appropriately to your own and
others’ emotions. “Using Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace” provides an overview of emotional intelligence and
explains how to build important EQ skills. In this issue of TD at Work, you will find: · descriptions of emotional intelligence
competencies · a personal EQ assessment · steps for developing emotional intelligence · explorations of workplace
trends · stories of employees and leaders learning to manage emotions.
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This thoroughly revised Third Edition of a highly acclaimed book is an essential guide to recognize, understand, and
manage emotions. The author describes emotional intelligence as consisting of three psychological
dimensions–emotional sensitivity, emotional maturity, and emotional competency–which motivate individuals to maximize
productivity, manage change, and resolve conflicts. A special feature of the book is the references to work done in India,
leading to conclusions applicable to the Indian work culture.

Emotional Intelligence Does IQ define our destiny? Daniel Goleman argues that our view of human intelligence is far too narrow, and that our
emotions play a major role in thought, decision making and individual success. Self-awareness, impulse control, persistence, motivation,
empathy and social deftness are all qualities that mark people who excel: whose relationships flourish, who are stars in the workplace. With
new insights into the brain architecture underlying emotion and rationality, Goleman shows precisely how emotional intelligence can be
nurtured and strengthened in all of us. Working with Emotional Intelligence Do you want to be more successful at work? Do you want to
improve your chances of promotion? Do you want to get on better with your colleagues? Daniel Goleman draws on unparalleled access to
business leaders around the world and the thorough research that is his trademark. He demonstrates that emotional intelligence at work
matters twice as much as cognitive abilities such as IQ or technical expertise in this inspiring sequel.
Research continues to show that strong emotional intelligence is critical for anyone hoping to become a top-performer in their workplace.
Emotional intelligence provides us with a better understanding of ourselves and those around us. This issue is designed for anyone looking to
understand the basics of emotional intelligence with an eye toward improving their abilities. Learn how emotional intelligence is related to
work performance, how to assess your own emotional intelligence, and how to develop emotional intelligence competencies.
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Emotional intelligence, the awareness of and ability to manage one's emotions in a healthy and productive manner, is central to Daniel
Goleman's groundbreaking work of the last decade. Today, authors Mulle and Feldman, take the concept to the layperson - teaching that
emotional awareness is a direct key to personal and professional success. This new title by ASTD Press, will help individuals at all levels
understand how emotions have a direct and profound effect on how well he or she performs on the job and life.
A penetrating analysis of the dark corners of human deception, enlivened by intriguing case histories and experiments.
Extended Summary Of Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ – Based On The Book By Daniel Goleman Do you want to be
a model employee? Do you aspire to become a charismatic leader? Do you need to improve your relationships with your partner and family?
Learn how to strengthen your emotional intelligence and that of the people around you. Emotional intelligence develops a revolutionary
concept that has impacted various areas of people's lives. The thesis presented in this book tries to explain the connection between success
and emotions, not only in sentimental life but also in the workplace. Emotions are part of every decision we make and are fundamental to any
relationship we have with others. What Will You Learn? You will understand the impact that emotions have on your daily life You will get to
know and manage your own emotions. You will recognize the emotions of others. You will learn to use emotional intelligence to create
positive results and avoid situations that can harm you. You will balance your two minds, your rational brain and your emotional brain,
developing a useful tool for success. Content Chapter 01: What Is The Utility Of Emotions? Chapter 02: Why Do Passions Sometimes
Overflow? Chapter 03: What Are The Five Skills Of The Emotional Mind? Chapter 04: What Is Your Type Of Person According To Your
Emotional Intelligence? Chapter 05: What Role Do Hope And Optimism Play? Chapter 06: How Do Emotions Link With Health? Chapter 07:
Where Does Emotional Learning Begin? Chapter 08: Why Emotional Intelligence Makes You Successful? Chapter 09: Why Will Emotional
Intelligence Determine The Future Of Society? Chapter 10: What Strategies Can You Use To Favor Your Emotional Intelligence? Chapter 11:
Is Emotional Intelligence Valid In All Areas Of Life? About Mentors Library Books are mentors. Books can guide what we do and our lives.
Many of us love books while reading them and maybe they will echo with us a few weeks after but 2 years later we can’t remember if we
have read it or not. And that’s a shame. We remember that at that time, the book meant a lot to us. Why is it that 2 years later we have
forgotten everything? That’s not good. This summary is taken from the most important themes of the original book. Most people don’t like
books. People just want to know what the book says they have to do. If you trust the source you don’t need the arguments. So much of a
book is arguing its points, but often you don’t need the argument if you trust the source you can just get the point. This summary takes the
effort to distill the blahs into themes for the people who are just not going to read the whole book. All this information is in the original book.
All of us struggle at times with finding the right words to say to an employee, a friend, a spouse, or a neighbor. We tend to be timid and hide
our true feelings because we are not sure how to respond. What to Say and How to Say It provides us with a guide or road map on how to
handle difficult situations and do so in a most professional manner. It's a proven fact that the best communicators are not the best talkers;
they are the best listeners. What to Say and How to Say It based on the compelling research supporting emotional intelligence and the work
of Daniel Goleman, author of Emotional Intelligence and Social Intelligence gives specific prompts or language helpful for entering, engaging
in, and exiting courageous conversations. Courageous conversations are those discussions we all need to have, oftentimes with people we
care about, don't care about, or need to care about. These are the conversations that will help us make it through difficult times, get over
hurdles that are blocking relationship building, and improve living and working conditions for everyone involved. Skills in courageous
conversations help to build emotional intelligence.
Working with Emotional IntelligenceA&C Black
Building on nearly eighty years of scientific work, The Handbook of Emotional Intelligence is the first definitive resource that brings together a
stellar panel of academics, researchers, and practitioners, in the field. Sweeping in scope, the text presents information on the most important
conceptual models, reviews and evaluates the most valid and reliable methods for assessing emotional intelligence, and offers specific
guidelines for applying the principles of Emotional Intelligence in a variety of settings.
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Fundamental frameworks for emotional intelligence and how to apply them every day. According to research by Daniel Goleman, emotional
intelligence has proved to be twice as important as other competencies in determining outstanding leadership. It is now one of the crucial
criteria in hiring and promotion processes, performance evaluations, and professional development courses. And it's not innate--it's a skill that
all of us can improve. With this double volume you'll get HBR's 10 Must Reads on Emotional Intelligence and the HBR Guide to Emotional
Intelligence. That's 10 definitive HBR articles on emotional intelligence by Goleman and other leaders in the field, curated by our
editors--paired with smart, focused advice from HBR experts about how to implement those ideas in your daily work life. With Everyday
Emotional Intelligence, you'll learn how to: Recognize your own EQ strengths and weaknesses Regulate your emotions in tough situations
Manage difficult people Build the social awareness of your team Motivate yourself through ups and downs Write forceful emails people won't
misinterpret Make better, less emotionally biased decisions Help an employee develop emotional intelligence Handle specific situations like
crying at work and tense communications across different cultures
Empathy is credited as a factor in improved relationships and even better product development. But while it’s easy to say “just put yourself in
someone else’s shoes,” the reality is that understanding the motivations and emotions of others often proves elusive. This book helps you
understand what empathy is, why it’s important, how to surmount the hurdles that make you less empathetic—and when too much empathy is
just too much. This volume includes the work of: Daniel Goleman Annie McKee Adam Waytz This collection of articles includes “What Is
Empathy?” by Daniel Goleman; “Why Compassion Is a Better Managerial Tactic Than Toughness” by Emma Seppala; “What Great
Listeners Actually Do” by Jack Zenger and Joseph Folkman; “Empathy Is Key to a Great Meeting” by Annie McKee; “It’s Harder to
Empathize with People If You’ve Been in Their Shoes” by Rachel Rutton, Mary-Hunter McDonnell, and Loran Nordgren; “Being Powerful
Makes You Less Empathetic” by Lou Solomon; “A Process for Empathetic Product Design” by Jon Kolko; “How Facebook Uses Empathy to
Keep User Data Safe” by Melissa Luu-Van; “The Limits of Empathy” by Adam Waytz; and “What the Dalai Lama Taught Daniel Goleman
About Emotional Intelligence” an interview with Daniel Goleman by Andrea Ovans. How to be human at work. The HBR Emotional
Intelligence Series features smart, essential reading on the human side of professional life from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each
book in the series offers proven research showing how our emotions impact our work lives, practical advice for managing difficult people and
situations, and inspiring essays on what it means to tend to our emotional well-being at work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the
social skills that are critical for ambitious professionals to master.
How to be human at work. HBR's Emotional Intelligence Series features smart, essential reading on the human side of professional life from
the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book in the series offers proven research showing how our emotions impact our work lives,
practical advice for managing difficult people and situations, and inspiring essays on what it means to tend to our emotional well-being at
work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the social skills that are critical for ambitious professionals to master. The specially priced
six-volume set includes, Mindfulness, Resilience, Influence and Persuasion, Authentic Leadership, Happiness, and Empathy.
Emotional Intelligence (published in 1995, last updated in 2005) by Daniel Goleman is a seminal work about how people recognize, navigate,
and manage emotions in themselves and others. Those who can successfully read human moods, including their own, have a high degree of
emotional intelligence...Purchase this in-depth summary to learn more.
In his defining work on emotional intelligence, bestselling author Daniel Goleman found that it is twice as important as other competencies in
determining outstanding leadership. If you read nothing else on emotional intelligence, read these 10 articles by experts in the field. We’ve
combed through hundreds of articles in the Harvard Business Review archive and selected the most important ones to help you boost your
emotional skills—and your professional success. This book will inspire you to: Monitor and channel your moods and emotions Make smart,
empathetic people decisions Manage conflict and regulate emotions within your team React to tough situations with resilience Better
understand your strengths, weaknesses, needs, values, and goals Develop emotional agility This collection of articles includes: “What Makes
a Leader” by Daniel Goleman, “Primal Leadership: The Hidden Driver of Great Performance” by Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis, and
Annie McKee, “Why It’s So Hard to Be Fair” by Joel Brockner, “Why Good Leaders Make Bad Decisions” by Andrew Campbell, Jo
Whitehead, and Sydney Finkelstein, “Building the Emotional Intelligence of Groups” by Vanessa Urch Druskat and Steve B. Wolff, “The
Price of Incivility: Lack of Respect Hurts Morale—and the Bottom Line” by Christine Porath and Christine Pearson, “How Resilience Works”
by Diane Coutu, “Emotional Agility: How Effective Leaders Manage Their Negative Thoughts and Feelings” by Susan David and Christina
Congleton, “Fear of Feedback” by Jay M. Jackman and Myra H. Strober, and “The Young and the Clueless” by Kerry A. Bunker, Kathy E.
Kram, and Sharon Ting.
The groundbreaking bestseller that redefines intelligence and success Does IQ define our destiny? Daniel Goleman argues that our view of
human intelligence is far too narrow, and that our emotions play major role in thought, decision making and individual success. Selfawareness, impulse control, persistence, motivation, empathy and social deftness are all qualities that mark people who excel: whose
relationships flourish, who are stars in the workplace. With new insights into the brain architecture underlying emotion and rationality,
Goleman shows precisely how emotional intelligence can be nurtured and strengthened in all of us.
???????????,???????????????:??????????????????????????????????????

How do some people bounce back with vigor from daily setbacks, professional crises, or even intense personal trauma? This book
reveals the key traits of those who emerge stronger from challenges, helps you train your brain to withstand the stresses of daily
life, and presents an approach to an effective career reboot. This volume includes the work of: Daniel Goleman Jeffrey A.
Sonnenfeld Shawn Achor This collection of articles includes “How Resilience Works,” by Diane Coutu; “Resilience for the Rest of
Us,” by Daniel Goleman; “How to Evaluate, Manage, and Strengthen Your Resilience,” by David Kopans; “Find the Coaching in
Criticism,” by Sheila Heen and Douglas Stone; “Firing Back: How Great Leaders Rebound After Career Disasters,” by Jeffrey A.
Sonnenfeld and Andrew J. Ward; and “Resilience Is About How You Recharge, Not How You Endure,” by Shawn Achor and
Michelle Gielan. How to be human at work. The HBR Emotional Intelligence Series features smart, essential reading on the human
side of professional life from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book in the series offers proven research showing how
our emotions impact our work lives, practical advice for managing difficult people and situations, and inspiring essays on what it
means to tend to our emotional well-being at work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the social skills that are critical for
ambitious professionals to master.
This book is a collection of the author's writings, previously published in the Harvard Business Review and other business journals,
on leadership and emotional intelligence. The material has become essential reading for leaders, coaches and educators
committed to fostering stellar management, increasing performance, and driving innovation. The collection reflects the evolution of
Dr. Goleman's thinking about emotional intelligence, tracking the latest neuroscientific research on the dynamics of relationships,
and the latest data on the impact emotional intelligence has on an organization's bottom-line. -EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE In A Nutshell Personality Patterns For Personal Effectiveness What is “emotional intelligence”?
Emotional intelligence refers to an awareness of and ability to manage emotions and create motivation. It is a set of personal and
interpersonal skills (including the ability to apply knowledge & understanding) related to one's personality and behavior patterns,
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which results in a person being able to function more effectively in life. This book explores key elements of "effective personality"
which promote emotional intelligence, personal effectiveness and well-being. The word "personality" refers to an individual's total
make-up, including psychological and emotional characteristics, and behavior. The phrase "effective personality" refers to an
individual who is highly functioning, who is well-adjusted, a person who is successful at living – thriving & prosperous. They would
tend to have a high level of self-esteem and self-confidence, a sense of purpose and direction in life, and would feel that they are
being productive, useful, and contributing to the world around them. Characteristics of effective personality tend to minimize
stinkin' thinkin' and to maximize effective thinking. These traits of effective personality can be developed through study and
practice, thereby increasing an individual's personal and professional success in life. Let's begin by stating that no one individual
has all of theses characteristics all of the time, but we can all work toward developing them more in our lives. The key elements
aren't presented in any particular order or priority - rather they tend to overlap and interact with each other, much like the strands
of a rope. TABLE OF CONTENTS Acknowledgements Disclaimer Introduction Effective Personality Patterns: Openness
Acceptance Spontaneity Autonomy Trusting Relationships Fellowship With Humanity Sense Of Humor Living Here & Now Sense
Of Awe & Wonder Tolerance For Ambiguity Sense Of Balance & Harmony Affirmative Life Attitudes Summary - Psyched to
Succeed Seven Powerful Pointers For Personal Effectiveness Addendum: On Golden Guidelines For Life & Living On The Art &
Technique Of Living Mindfully EXCERPTS: “Emotional intelligence entails facing difficult and unpleasant issues. These guideposts
can also point to matters that one is ignoring or avoiding (due to fear, dread, etc.) which are road blocks and barriers towards the
next step and/or the next level in one's endeavors and life journey. A good “rule of thumb” is that ten percent (10%) extra effort
invested in using these powerful skills and tools results in a ninety percent (90%) difference.” "While the following pointers are
basic and primary, they are critical and essential for personal effectiveness. Being mindful of and practicing these effective actions
can yield significant benefits – enabling one to “take a hold of life” and face challenges with courage and confidence." For
information about Dr. Dan's other books, digital publications, free articles and downloads visit www.DrDanMatzkePhD.com
KeyWords: emotional intelligence, EI, EQ, Daniel Goleman, personal growth, personal development, self help, self improvement,
personal effectiveness, psychology © Copyright 2012 - “Dr. Dan” Matzke, Ph.D.
A 25th anniversary edition of the number one, multi-million copy international bestseller that taught us how emotional intelligence
is more important than IQ - 'a revolutionary, paradigm-shattering idea' (Harvard Business Review) Featuring a new introduction
from the author Does IQ define our destiny? In his groundbreaking bestseller, Daniel Goleman argues that our view of human
intelligence is far too narrow. It is not our IQ, but our emotional intelligence that plays a major role in thought, decision-making and
individual success. Self-awareness, impulse control, persistence, motivation, empathy and social deftness: all are qualities that
mark people who excel, whose relationships flourish, who can navigate difficult conversations, who become stars in the workplace.
With new insights into the brain architecture underlying emotion and rationality, Goleman shows precisely how emotional
intelligence can be nurtured and strengthened in all of us.
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How to be human at work. HBR's Emotional Intelligence Series features smart, essential reading on the human side of
professional life from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book in the series offers proven research showing how our
emotions impact our work lives, practical advice for managing difficult people and situations, and inspiring essays on what it
means to tend to our emotional well-being at work. Uplifting and practical, these books describe the social skills that are critical for
ambitious professionals to master. This specially priced four-volume set includes Happiness, Resilience, Mindfulness, and
Empathy.
How does emotional intelligence as a competency go beyond the individual to become something a group or entire organization
can build and utilize collectively? Written primarily by members of the Consortium for Research on Emotional Intelligence in
Organizations, founded by recognized EI experts Daniel Goleman and Cary Cherniss, this groundbreaking compendium examines
the conceptual and strategic issues involved in defining, measuring and promoting emotional intelligence in organizations. The
book's contributing authors share fifteen models that have been field-tested and empirically validated in existing organizations.
They also detail twenty-two guidelines for promoting emotional intelligence and outline a variety of measurement strategies for
assessing emotional and social competence in organizations.
The benefits of mindfulness include better performance, heightened creativity, deeper self-awareness, and increased
charisma—not to mention greater peace of mind. This book gives you practical steps for building a sense of presence into your
daily work routine. It also explains the science behind mindfulness and why it works and gives clear-eyed warnings about the
pitfalls of the fad. This volume includes the work of: Daniel Goleman Ellen Langer Susan David Christina Congleton This collection
of articles includes “Mindfulness in the Age of Complexity,” an interview with Ellen Langer by Alison Beard; “Mindfulness Can
Literally Change Your Brain,” by Christina Congleton, Britta K. Hölzel, and Sara W. Lazar; “How to Practice Mindfulness
Throughout Your Work Day,” by Rasmus Hougaard and Jacqueline Carter; “Resilience for the Rest of Us,” by Daniel Goleman;
“Emotional Agility: How Effective Leaders Manage Their Thoughts and Feelings,” by Susan David and Christina Congleton;
“Don’t Let Power Corrupt You,” by Dacher Keltner; “Mindfulness for People Who Are Too Busy to Meditate,” by Maria Gonzalez;
“Is Something Lost When We Use Mindfulness as a Productivity Tool?” by Charlotte Lieberman; and “There Are Risks to
Mindfulness at Work,” by David Brendel. How to be human at work. The HBR Emotional Intelligence Series features smart,
essential reading on the human side of professional life from the pages of Harvard Business Review. Each book in the series
offers proven research showing how our emotions impact our work lives, practical advice for managing difficult people and
situations, and inspiring essays on what it means to tend to our emotional well-being at work. Uplifting and practical, these books
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describe the social skills that are critical for ambitious professionals to master.
Traditional Chinese edition of Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die, a Business Week bestseller. An entertaining
examination of why some ideas stick to people's consciousness and others don't.
Become a Better Leader by Improving Your Emotional Intelligence Bestselling author DANIEL GOLEMAN first brought the concept of
emotional intelligence (EI) to the forefront of business through his articles in Harvard Business Review, establishing EI as an indispensable
trait for leaders. The Emotionally Intelligent Leader brings together three of Goleman's bestselling HBR articles. In "What Makes a Leader?"
Goleman explores research that found that truly effective leaders are distinguished by high levels of self-awareness and sharp social skills. In
"The Focused Leader," Goleman explains neuroscience research that proves that "being focused" is more than filtering out distractions while
concentrating on one thing. In "Leadership That Gets Results," Goleman draws on research to outline six distinct leadership styles, each one
springing from different components of emotional intelligence. Together, these three articles guide leaders to recognize the direct ties
between EI and measurable business results.
Building your emotional capital might be your best investment ever. This book shows you how to build emotional capital in your organisation
and turn emotional intelligence in to value. We have long been aware that to be successful in our professional and personal lives we need
emotional intelligence. In this book, Martyn Newman shows us how to get it and use it to achieve extraordinary results. Based on ground
breaking psychological research with some of the world's most successful young business leaders, Newman identifies the seven dynamic
emotions that set these leaders apart, uncovers the psychological building blocks that drive outstanding performance and provides the
clearest blue print yet for systematically building your EQ and leadership skills. "Daniel Goleman convinced us emotional skills were vital:
Martyn Newman tells us how to build them." —Bill Pheasant, Senior Journalist The Australian Financial Review "Read this book today so that
you can put it to use tomorrow. You will thank yourself for doing so." —Jim Kouzes, bestselling author of The Leadership Challenge "Every
once in a while a book appears that isn't just informative, it's inspiring, fun to read and life changing. Emotional Capitalists - The New Leaders
is one of those rare books." —Daniela Sfameni, Global Head Human Resiource Development for Allianz Global Investors Group "This book is
an exciting, brand new guide for developing leadership in both personal and professional life ... it distils the most important elements of
effective leadership and provides practical explanations and strategies for seeing immediate results. I highly recommend it." —Steve
Arthurson, Director, Capability Development, Foster's Group
Based on the most recent studies in psychology and neuroscience, a report on the rational and emotional properties of the human mind
explains how they shape everything from personal success to physical well-being.
When asked to define the ideal leader, many would emphasize traits such as intelligence, toughness, determination, and vision—the qualities
traditionally associated with leadership. Often left off the list are softer, more personal qualities—but they are also essential. Although a certain
degree of analytical and technical skill is a minimum requirement for success, studies indicate that emotional intelligence may be the key
attribute that distinguishes outstanding performers from those who are merely adequate. Psychologist and author Daniel Goleman first
brought the term "emotional intelligence" to a wide audience with his 1995 book of the same name, and Goleman first applied the concept to
business with a 1998 classic Harvard Business Review article. In his research at nearly 200 large, global companies, Goleman found that
truly effective leaders are distinguished by a high degree of emotional intelligence. Without it, a person can have first-class training, an
incisive mind, and an endless supply of good ideas, but he or she still won't be a great leader. The chief components of emotional
intelligence—self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skill—can sound unbusinesslike, but Goleman found direct ties
between emotional intelligence and measurable business results. The Harvard Business Review Classics series offers you the opportunity to
make seminal Harvard Business Review articles a part of your permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a
groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the world—and will have a direct impact
on you today and for years to come.
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